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The fusion results of GBVS method.  

 

Abstract: In the study of autofocus technology, it is always difficult to obtain the all-in focus images because of optical 
system’s limited focus depth, but a high definition image is very important to scientific research. In the research of 
autofocus technology, we know that detection of the focused region is the key issue of the multi-focus image fusion 
algorithm, the blurred boundary of the focused region increases the more difficulty of identifying focused regions 
accurately. According to these principles, the focused region of the source image should be directly fused as much as 
possible. We propose an image fusion method based on saliency analysis, which can solve the problem of all-in focus. 
The saliency analysis simulates the human visual attention mechanism by calculating color, direction, brightness and 
other characteristic information to get the visual significance of the image. The focus of human eyes usually falls in the 
region of higher saliency. With the saliency analysis, the saliency maps are obtained by comparing the differences 
among the components of the characteristics which are used to identify the focused regions of the multi-focus image. 
The process of our method can be described as follow: First, the focal area in the source image is positioned by the 
graph-based visual saliency (GBVS) algorithm, and then the watershed and morphological methods are used to obtain 
the closed area of the saliency region and the pseudo-focus regions are removed. In consideration of the defocused 
region containing much texture and direction information, the defocused region is processed by the Shearlet trans-
form, and the SML operator is used to choose the fusion parts. Finally, the precisely focused region and the processed 
defocused region are fused into an all-in focus image. Experiments visually show that the fused image of the proposed 
method has clear and rich details. Compared with 3 traditional methods in 4 objective evaluation criteria: entropy, 
QAB/F, MI and SF, NSCT method performs best in the 3 traditional methods, while the entropy of the proposed meth-
od is 1% higher than that of NSCT method, QAB/F is about 4% higher, MI and SF are about 2% higher each, which 
means the proposed method has the clearest image and the best fusion performance. In the broken line graph, the 
merit of the proposed method is more obvious. The subjective visual effects and objective evaluation of the results 
demonstrate neatly that the proposed method is an effective image fusion method, and we will do further research on 
color image fusion. 
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